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Combining action and comedy with the supernatural genre, The Testament of Sister New Devil is a

high octane romp about a high school boy and his two succubi step-sisters.ALL HELL BREAKS

LOOSE!Basara Toujou is hesitant about his fatherâ€™s sudden decision to remarry, and yet

canâ€™t deny it comes with a couple perksâ€“two adorable little sisters. But Basaraâ€™s new family

isnâ€™t all it appears to be, and when his father leaves on an abrupt business trip, Basara learns

that one of his new little sisters, Mio, is actually heir aparent to the Demon Lord, while the other

sister, Maria, is Mioâ€™s succubus attendant.Realizing that his sisters are running for their lives

from demons, Basara offers to help in any way he can, but ends up getting more than he bargained

for in a magical pact with Mio. Surviving demonic attacks is one thing, but can the pair endure the

pactâ€™s unique, lustful â€œside effectsâ€•â€¦?
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Basara's in for a surprise when his dad named Jin tells him that a new mother and two sisters

named Mio and Maria are coming to live with them both at their house from a restaurant. Basara's

not too happy about the news and first meets Mio in the most embarrassing way he could have met

her. After a week goes by something happens that forces Jin to leave on important business that

leaves Basara and the two sisters all alone at the new house that Jin rented. When Jin walks out of

the house both Maria and Mio will have a little surprise for Basara that makes him feel the Evil Eye,

And in a awesome way Basara himself will have a better shock in store for them.Very interesting



characters in this crazy erotic Manga that I really enjoyed reading, They are-1. Basara- From time to

time he has nightmares about a tragic event he wishes to forget. He and his dad have been alone

for a long time. Basara has a special kind of power that he will use to protect Mio from the evil that

tries to take her life away. He also has a childhood friend named Nonaka, Who hasn't seen him in

the past five years and tells him that he needs to stay away from Mio.2. Mio- She has a very sad

unforgettable past that leaves her with just her sister, Maria, Who's Mio's protector. Mio's a Demon

Lord on the run who fights for her very life and her real true powers haven't come to life yet. Mio will

get to see a full shining sun when Basara takes her to a special place, This will make the connection

between Mio and Basara become very strong. He tells her that he will always be there to protect

her.3. Maria- She's very protective of Mio and has a very cheerful attitude. She also has the power

to erase memories from people and give them new ones. She has long pigtails. Maria even teaches

Mio and Basara a spell called the 'Master- Servant Pact' which turns into a crazy encounter that

leaves Mio the 'Servant' and Basara the 'Master'. Whenever Mio betrays Basara he has to touch

Mio in the right places to make her submit to him and it's just crazy to watch this unfold. I nearly died

laughing when Maria brought up the 'Nine Orgasms' Mio had during Basara's touching of her

breasts to make the curse go away. Maria may be Mio's protector and only sister, But you can tell

she really enjoys seeing Mio get handled by Basara, Making her a pleasure Sadist. Maria makes

the crazy sex humor come to life in this storyline.This book has very erotic artwork and the

expressions bring out the best in all the characters. You will also read about the enemies from the

'Netherworld' who are out to get Mio. You will love the whole story. Worth getting.These books are

new and doesn't come factory sealed.Ages 16 and higher can read this.

Some months ago, I saw a citation for this come up on  and the series sounded like it might have

some potential. I've just read the first volume of The Testament of Sister New Devil and generally, I

would say that it lived up to that potential with a good story and cast, although it was also a tad on

the creepy side. Our protagonist Basara is a young fellow whose dad has remarried and he now has

two new sisters, Mio and Maria. Quickly, we learn that these girls are not normal. Mio is a demon

and Maria is a succubus with spell casting abilities (that sometimes backfire). In what I thought was

a nice touch, it turns out that Basara is not your average sweet if awkward manga lad, but a hero

who can conjure up a sword and fight supernatural menaces, while also dealing with a nightmare

from his past. He said he'd protect his sisters and even after learning of their nature, he's a man of

his word. He's in for a challenge; other demons want to capture Mio and a new classmate is a friend

of Basara's from the heroes' village. She may have to kill Mio. I liked this first volume, but some



readers might be made uneasy, especially by Maria, who has the body of a young girl and an

imagination that is quite perverse (she seems to enjoy putting her "siblings" in sexy situations). This

qualification aside, I am looking forward to Volume 2.

The Testament of sister new Devil definitely showed a lot of potential but there were a few things in

the story that turn me off right off the bat. This is going to be your standard story where the

protagonist feels like he's not important and he lives a boring life when all of a sudden a beautiful

woman takes interest in him and shows him he's important. Well technically two beautiful women

but one of them looks like a little girl. That right there is my first issue with the manga. I don't

appreciate the incredibly sexualized way that they portray Maria who has the body of an 11 or 12

year old girl. You'll find that she's something more than just a little girl but it still feels a little creepy

especially when you find out she's a big time voyeur.My other issue with the manga is other than

Mio and Maria being hot it didn't feel like they brought anything helpful to Basara. Really they're just

taking advantage of him. I hope my opinion on that changes as more volumes release but for now it

is something that bugged me throughout the story.Something that I did really love about this man

that though was how basara highly surprised me. I won't spoil the surprise for you but let's just say

he's much more than just a simple boring boy. It was moments like that that held my attention to the

manga despite the issues I had with it and will keep me coming back for future volumes.Overall I

gave this manga four stars. That might seem like a lot considering the issues I had but the art was

phenomenal, the writing really wasn't bad, there were even a few jokes that got me laughing out

loud, and the surprises felt fresh and original.Warning: If it is not clear from the above review this is

an adult manga with nudity and heavy sexual content. 16+

Excellent volume one! A thoroughly enjoyable read if you like this genre. great art and some fun

twists in the story. Highly recommended.

i love the anime so i had to buy the manga.

The book was very great i loved the book i hope i can get the 2nd vol.?

I read just for the story. Yep, nothing unusual here.

An interesting start. Worth watching.
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